FHANA Royal Friesian
Achievement of Breeding Excellence Award with Exceptional Mare
Sponsored by Crown Jewel Friesians

The FHANA Royal Friesian Achievement of Breeding Excellence Award with Exceptional Mare is designed to publicly recognize, honor and celebrate our members that have excelled at breeding an exceptional producing Royal KFPS mare. This difficult to achieve award will be granted to the elite combination of breeder and mare that reaches Double Preferent (8), Triple Preferent (12) or Quadruple Preferent (16). The renowned breeder that earns this prestigious award has notably surpassed ordinary breeding success. They have committed themselves to many years of selecting the very best breeding combinations for their mare. This success was achieved under the limitations of breeding with the fresh cooled semen of stallions that are standing in the United States or Canada, or breeding to the limited number of stallions available to the breeder through the use of frozen semen. These mares have demonstrated excellence in consistently producing quality offspring certain to positively influence the exterior as well as the movement of American and Canadian Friesians. The esteemed mares that earn this award are held in the highest regard by the Royal KFPS and are considered the Crown Jewels of the studbook.

Eligibility:

- The following 6 offspring predicates count as one:
  - Foal Book Preferent mare (1)
  - Studbook Preferent mare (1)
  - Star or Crown or Model mare (1)
  - Star gelding (1)
  - Foal book Star stallion (1)
  - Approved Stallion (1)

- Mare owner/breeder must be current FHANA member and listed on the Royal KFPS mare’s registration paper. (One set of awards will be given per mare).
- Mare owner must reside in and be legal citizen of United States or Canada.
- Breeder name on offspring registration paper must be same breeder on all 8 qualifying offspring, all 12 qualifying offspring or all 16 qualifying offspring at the time award is earned.
- Mare must reside in the United States or Canada during conception of each qualifying offspring.
- Mare must be registered in the Royal KFPS main section of the studbook since birth.
- Offspring, including embryo transfers, must be registered in the Royal KFPS main section of the studbook as a foal and at least until the day after the qualifying predicate was earned.
• Offspring sires must be Royal KFPS-licensed studbook breeding stallions that reside in America or Canada or stallions that are available to the breeder only through the use of frozen semen.
• Offspring must be conceived and born in the United States or Canada.
• Can be awarded to breeder and/or mare posthumously.
• Can be awarded to a qualifying breeder/mare combination (beginning in 2018) after the keuring results made official by the Royal KFPS. Breeders/mares that obtained double preferent prior to the 2018 keurings are eligible to obtain the award for Triple Preferent (12 qualifying offspring) or Quadruple Preferent (16 qualifying offspring).

Award:
A Royal Award Ceremony will be held during the FHANA Central Mare Show in your honor and in honor of your mare the following fall. Offspring of the mare and their owners may be invited by the breeder/owner to join the mare in the arena during the ceremony. Offspring will be pinned. If the breeder and/or mare are not in attendance for the award ceremony, multiple honorary gifts will be shipped to the owner’s address listed on file with the FHANA office. Breeder/mare will still be mentioned at the Central Mare Show. In cases of dual ownership, the awards will be shipped to the first owner listed on the registration papers. Breeder/mare will still be mentioned at the Central Mare Show.

An article will be published in the FHANA Magazine (up to 6 pages including pictures).

FHANA and Crown Jewel Friesians assume no liability to anyone for errors, omissions, or changes.

FHANA Royal Friesian Exceptional Mare Award
Sponsored by Crown Jewel Friesians

The FHANA Royal Friesian Exceptional Mare Award is designed to publicly recognize, honor and celebrate an exceptional producing Royal KFPS Friesian mare. This difficult to achieve award will be granted to mares that reach Double Preferent (8), Triple Preferent (12) or Quadruple Preferent (16) through multiple breeders worldwide. The renowned mares that earn this prestigious award have notably surpassed ordinary offspring success. These mares have demonstrated excellence in consistently producing quality offspring. The esteemed mares that earn this award are held in the highest regard by the Royal KFPS and are considered the Crown Jewels of the studbook.

Eligibility:
The following 6 offspring predicates count as one:

🌟 Foal Book Preferent mare (1)
🌟 Studbook Preferent mare (1)
🌟 Star or Crown or Model mare (1)
🌟 Star gelding (1)
🌟 Foal book Star stallion (1)
🌟 Approved Stallion (1)

- Mare owner must be current FHANA member and listed on the Royal KFPS mare’s registration paper. (One set of awards will be given per mare).
- Mare owners must reside in and be legal citizens of United States or Canada.
- Mare must have resided in the United States or Canada for 2 or more years.
- Breeder names on offspring registration papers can be multiple breeder’s worldwide at the time the award is earned.
- Mare must be registered in the Royal KFPS main section of the studbook since birth.
- Offspring, including embryo transfers, must be registered in the Royal KFPS main section of the studbook as a foal and at least until the day after the qualifying predicate was earned.
- Offspring sires must be Royal KFPS studbook-licensed breeding stallions.
- Can be awarded to mare and/or owner posthumously.
- Can be awarded to qualifying mares (beginning in 2018) after the keuring results are made official by the Royal KFPS. Mares that obtained double preferent prior to the 2018 keurings or that have not resided in the United States or Canada for the required amount of time are eligible to obtain the award for Triple Preferent (12 qualifying offspring) or Quadruple Preferent (16 qualifying offspring).

**Award:**

A Royal Award Ceremony will be held during the FHANA Central Mare Show in honor of your mare the following fall. Offspring of the mare and their owners may be invited by mare owner to join mare in the arena during the ceremony, and offspring will be pinned. If the owner and/or mare are unable to be in attendance for the Central Mare Show Award Ceremony multiple honorary gifts will be shipped to the owner’s address listed on file with the FHANA office. Mare/owner will still be mentioned at the Central Mare Show. (In cases of dual ownership, the awards will be shipped to the first owner listed on the registration papers).

An article will be published in the FHANA Magazine (up to 6 pages including pictures).

FHANA and Crown Jewel Friesians assume no liability to anyone for errors, omissions or changes.